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The Art of Magic:
Symbol & Magic in Ancient Egypt


	For the ancient Egyptians, art was a tool of religion, and the religion of the land was concerned with magic in a way few other cultures have ever been. The Egyptians did not draw clear lines between spiritual and material reality, believing in a great deal of interaction between them. They believed spirits and divine beings could embody themselves in images depicting them, and that symbols and symbolic art could in fact affect reality (Brier, pp. 17, 48). There was actually very little art for art’s sake - images, properly made and enchanted, were usually meant not only to decorate or demonstrate a historical or mythological event, but also to fix a condition, circumstance, or spell in eternity (Wilkinson, p. 7). This system of magical symbolism also did much to codify certain motifs, and ensured little change in artistic styles throughout the 3000 years of pharoahic Egypt. 
	Egyptian magic depended greatly on interpretation of religious myths. Brier says that “...art became the handmaiden of religion”, but it must be remembered that magic was intrinsic to the Egyptian religion, and that same art was meant not only to depict an event, but also to sustain and indeed create the depicted event (Brier, p. 40). When the Egyptians carved an image into stone, they were literally setting its story into eternity. 
	According the Egyptian creation myth, order originally arose from chaos, when the Primal Mount rose out of the dark sea in which the Apep serpent swims. The creator god took form there, and, using heka, or magic, created the divine order, Maat. Heka was thus considered a kind of life force that promoted order. It was especially possessed by supernatural beings, the divine, the unusual, and the exotic. Kings possessed heka, as did certain materials and some humans, such as dwarves. Heka was also the name for a god, considered to be the ba or soul of the sun god Amun-Re, and was essential to the creation of new life. (Pinch, p. 9-10). The use of heka for enchantments was called akhu, and certain of the gods, notably Isis and Thoth, were especially known for their use of akhu. (Pinch, p. 12, 29)  Thus, use of magic was a creative act that imitated the gods, and magically “giving life” to images and statues mimicked the gods’ creation of humanity. Far from being the counter-cultural force most societies make it, in Egypt, magic was seen as intrinsic to creation and to the maintenance of order.
	There were many common uses of magic, as it was a part of daily life. Warding off ill fortune, and the spirits that caused it, was generally as the main focus of Egyptian magic. Magic was used to ensure the defeat of enemies, the annual inundation of the Nile, to protect against snakes and scorpions, to increase fertility, and to ensure a safe pregnancy, among other things. Statues and statuettes were often made to ensure an eternal body for the spirits of the deceased; if their mummy failed or rotted, the spirit could live on in the statue. Additionally, small dolls were often buried with the dead, to create or house spirits which would serve them in the afterlife. Spells were drawn in the tombs to protect the dead. Dolls were often also used in both healing and cursing spells.  Similarly, statues, statuettes, and even drawings and paintings of gods could become bodies for the divine beings depicted. Magic was also used as part of medical treatments, especially by the priests of Sekhmet. 
	In magic, symbolic actions are intended to create real results, usually to influence chance or “luck”. Egyptian magic took this a step further, and used symbols and art, especially when made of stone, as a sort of permanent spell. As long as the art lasted, the spell lasted, though specific words often needed to be said over an amulet to activate or recharge it. 
	However, the Egyptians did not believe magical spells would work entirely on their own; they were used more to influence luck while taking real world action. In The Instructions for Merikare, the older king advises his successor that “(God) made for men magic as weapons to ward off the blows of events, guarding them by day and by night” (trans. Lichtheim, vol I, p. 106) For example, it was extremely common to ritually curse the Nubians, but that didn’t stop the Egyptians from building forts along their border! In medical treatments, as well, magic was not used on its own, but as part of a treatment that included more standard methods (Pinch, pp. 95, 102). The Egyptians also believed in another significant limitation on magic: if too many people used a spell, it would quit working, as warned of in the Middle Kingdom Admonitions of Ipuwer. “Lo, the private chamber, its books are stolen/ the secrets in it are laid bare. /Lo, the magic spells are divulged/ spells are made worthless through being repeated by people” (trans. Lichtheim, vol I, p. 161)
	Words, both written and spoken, were vital to magic in Egypt, and even modern terms for magic reflect that heritage: “spells” had a written component, and “enchantments” were once chanted or sung. The basis of Egyptian magic was the creation of an object or image - and hieroglyphs were considered images - which was then activated by certain words, spoken, chanted, or sung (Brier, 41). A Middle Kingdom Coffin Text says, “Utterance together with magic are felling for me the evil being,” showing the importance of the spoken word to make magic work (coffin spell 1130, Parkinson, p. 32). 
	Literacy, then, was a requirement for magicians, and it was a limited commodity, usually possessed only by the upper and priestly classes. Few women could read or write, and were less likely to be magicians because of the limitation. There is some evidence, though, of a second, more improvised tradition of magic in Egypt, transmitted orally and somewhat more shamanic in nature, but little record of such survives (Pinch, 73). 
	Priests were often magicians, and practiced their art for the good of the State and populace. Throughout society, in fact, magic was both accepted and common, and the line between prayer and sorcery often was difficult to distinguish. Generally, one can say that magic is done by a magician, while prayers are answered by a god. Some of the Egyptian gods, though, were notably magicians, especially Thoth and Isis, further confusing the issue. The pharaoh, as the earthly embodiment of a god, was considered the greatest magician of all. It gets very difficult, when studying Egyptian magic and religion, to draw a hard line between which was which; the Egyptians themselves probably would not have bothered, because they considered magic to be a gift from the gods, and its use an imitation of divine creativity (Brier, pp. 11, 51).
	Priests from the Houses of Life preserved and practiced rituals to protect the State and curse its enemies, but they were also available to the community as healers. Though there were also “lay magicians”, more akin to occultists, the majority of magicians were priests, since only priests had access to the libraries of spells kept in the Houses of Life. Only in the period of the Roman rule were magicians frequently disconnected from the State religion, though many priests still practiced their rites (Pinch, p. 58).
	. Magic was done for both the State and individuals, though the lay magicians worked almost entirely for hire. People coming to either a temple or lay magician, though, would be expected to pay for service or donate to the temple. Both types had standard tool kits, though, and used similar techniques. There was a fairly standard language of symbolism that utilized myth, color, shape, hieroglyphs, and certain materials to work spells. 
	The magician typically kept his ritual supplies in a wooden box that had a god, usually Anubis, painted on the cover. Reed pens, ink, scraps of linen, papyrus rolls, beeswax, amulets, beads, dolls, and a wand were kept inside them. The pens, ink, linen, and papyrus were for writing out spells, which often would be worn on a knotted cord around the neck of the client later on, sometimes in conjunction with an amulet. The beeswax was for forming dolls and figures, though some would be made ahead of time and kept in the box, and the wand was for protective magic and tracing designs on the floor. Additionally, there were often texts kept in the box, both of myths and lists of spells (Brier, p. 48)
	The wand in the magician’s kit was usually made of the tusk of a hippopotamus, a powerful animal. Such wands were usually inscribed with images of other dangerous and
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 powerful animals, along with prominent symbols of protection. Their shape is important as well, since it is reminiscent of throwing sticks used to kill birds. In the Egyptian mind, flocks of birds represented chaos and evil, and they believed that disruptive spirits were similar to such birds. One end of most surviving wands is scratched, apparently from inscribing designs on the ground. Often they are broken and fixed, suggesting that they may also have been used for some more forceful motion that scratching sand (Pinch, p. 78)
	In addition to using the pens and ink for writing out charms, glyphs representative of gods were often drawn on the skin of the magician before a dangerous rite. The god was then to use that image as a temporary body, and protect the magician for harmful spirits, such as those afflicting a diseased patient. Sometimes the spells were meant to be literally internalized, and empower the magician with their heka. To do this, the spell in question was written on paper, soaked in beer until it disintegrated, and then drunk (Pinch, 70). This practice is attested to in both Old Kingdom and New Kingdom texts. It is directly referred to in The Stories of Setne Khamwas, a piece of New Kingdom literature. On acquiring a very powerful spell to understand the true nature of reality, Prince Naneferkaptah ordered a scribe to bring him fresh papyrus. “He wrote on it every word that was in the book before him. He soaked it in beer, he dissolved it in water. When he knew it had dissolved, he drank it and knew what had been in it.” (trans. Lichtheim vol III, p. 131)
	One of the most primitive of the Old Kingdom Pyramid Texts may also refer to the practice of ingesting heka by devouring symbols. Written on the walls of King Unas’ pyramid, Utterances 273-274, “The King Feeds on the Gods” may refer to him eating bread shaped into the symbols for various gods and drinking written symbols dissolved in beer when the text says, “Unas eats their magic, swallows their spirits...” and “He has eaten the Red, swallowed the Green...” (trans. Lichtheim vol. I, pp. 36-37) The “Red” and the “Green” refer to Upper and Lower Egypt, and it would certainly have been easy enough to have dough made from grains of each area shaped into symbols of them, and then ritually devoured. If that is the case, this is most likely a spell used at the beginning of a rite, when the magician-king was empowering his magic, and not actually guidance for the dead - which may explain part of the reason it was left out of subsequent Pyramid Texts. 
	Amulets and symbolic jewelry were the most usual bodily ornaments, and they typically were made with magical intent and certain ritual actions. Not only were the images important, but also the material from which they were made, and the colors used in the depiction. Red was the color of aggression and evil, while green was its opposite, a fertile color of life. It was also the color of regeneration, and “to be green” was to be good, alive, and vital. King Teti’s pyramid had the inscription to the sky goddess in it, “Oh great strider, who sows greenstone, malachite, and turquoise! As you are green, so may Teti be green, green as a living reed!” (Utterance 350, trans. Lichtheim vol. I, p. 376) Blue symbolized the sky and the sky gods, while yellow symbolized the sun and its power. Black was the color of fertile soil, of death, and simultaneously of rebirth - symbolism easy for a country of farmers to grasp. Colors were vital to Egyptian magic, because they were one of the primary types of magical linkages between otherwise unrelated things. To the Egyptians, it was possible to work magic on a thing which was related to some other thing or concept, and have the magic affect that second thing. (Pinch, pp. 81-82)
	The materials amulets were made out of was also important. The flesh of the gods descended from Amun was considered to be gold, and to provide bodies for the gods to manifest through, amulets and small statues were built of it, and larger statues were guilded. Semi
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 precious stones were used as well, though their symbolism was most dependent on color. Certain woods were sacred to different gods, and talismans were made of them to invoke the power of those gods. Osiris, for instance, was associated with the willow, because a willow had sheltered his body after he was killed. Spell texts always instructed the magician to use specific woods for their spells (Wilkinson, p. 83-92). 	
The figure depicted by the amulet gave final definition to its meaning. If a god was
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 depicted, the amulet was meant to call on their power, or help the wearer in a way specific to an attribute or story related to that god. Scarabs, for instance, were meant to invoke the power of the sun, because in some myths they roll the sun across the sky.
	The wax in the magician’s kit would have been used to make small figures, somewhat akin to “Voodoo dolls”. Wax had some properties that made it very useful to the magician. First, it was created by bees, which were sacred to the sun god, and hence was a sort of divine substance. Second, it was easily malleable, and could be shaped into any kind of figure the magician might need and then left to harden. Third, it was easily destroyed in fire. So, for example, if a magician were working to heal a client’s injured foot, he could shape the wax to the form of a foot, incorporate some nail clippings or hair from the client into it, coerce the evil spirit causing the infection into the magical duplicate, and then burn the wax foot, destroying the malicious spirit along with it (Pinch, p. 81).
	Wax dolls could also be enlivened and made into magical servants, similar to the golems of Jewish myth and egregors of modern Ceremonial Magick. Prince Naneferkaptah, the magician prince from the Stories of Setne Khamwas, created magical servants in out of wax in that story. Though the tale itself is doubtless literary exaggeration, the enlivening rite is probably typical. After making wax dolls of rowers, “He recited a spell to them, he made them live, he gave them breath...” (trans. Lichtheim vol III, p.130). The actual ritual most probably would usually have started with the consecration of space typical of ritual. Then the shaping of the doll, incorporating the appropriate elements of a base material, beeswax, clay, or dough; and the addition of magical ephemera consisting of nail or hair clippings or a small papyrus scrolls to the body would have taken place. The magician would then have recited a spell over the doll, and finally breathed into its mouth. Later, it would either be destroyed, eaten, or buried near tombs. A common use for wax dolls was to make and destroy effigies of Egypt’s enemies. Pharaoh Nectanabo, the last of the New Kingdom kings, was famous for creating wax images of his enemies’ armies and destroying them, which caused him to be victorious in battle - until his luck finally ran out at the end, and he was defeated by the Persians. (Brier, p. 50)
	It was a common practice for centuries, though, to create figures of bound foreign captives and ritually destroy them. At times, this was even accompanied by the ritual sacrifice of a live captive, as was discovered in Upper Egypt near the border with Nubia. Clay and wax figures were made, broken, decapitated, burnt, or impaled against city walls, in an attempt to magically make the same thing happen to the enemies of Egypt (Pinch, pp. 93-94).
	Not only dolls could be enchanted to hold spirits or heka. A common funeral practice enchanted  mortuary statues and dolls to be second homes for the spirits of the dead, to be used as the spirits’ bodies in case their mummy was destroyed. And, in case they were ever called upon to do
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 manual labor in the afterlife, many tombs were equipped with entire small villages of small enchanted dolls, shawabtis, to do the work in place of the deceased (Brier, pp. 169-174) 
	The colossal statues of kings placed throughout Egypt had multiple symbolic aspects, and one of them was to act as bodies for the deceased kings’ spirits. As such, they formed a link between humans and the divine, and were worshipped in their own rights with entire priesthoods attendant upon them. Statues of gods were made to be bodies for those gods, and then accorded intelligence and action, and a certain propensity towards movement, from which one could divine their desires (Wilkinson, p. 53)
	Studying the magic of the Egyptians gives one a very different perspective on their views of life. The serenity of their tombs and temples, the enduring graceful peace of their culture’s prominent remains, the predictable climate with its annual inundation... These things give the impression of a profoundly peaceful and secure feeling people, which is largely belied by the uncertainty, fear, isolationism, and paranoia, and sheer terror of chaos inherent in many of their spells.  For them magic was a way to control, or at least influence, the uncontrolable, a way to fight back against the randomness of tragedy, death, and sickness. And by giving those things a context, and a tool which had, at the very least, a profound psychological affect on its user, they also were able to celebrate life fully, and to create some of the ancient world’s most beautiful artwork.
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